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Abstract. Frames, i.e., recursive attribute-value structures, are a gen-
eral format for the decomposition of lexical concepts. Attributes assign
unique values to objects and thus describe functional relations. Concepts
can be classified into four groups: sortal, individual, relational and func-
tional concepts. The classification is reflected by different grammatical
roles of the corresponding nouns. The paper aims at a cognitively ade-
quate decomposition, particularly, of sortal concepts by means of frames.
Using typed feature structures, an explicit formalism for the characteri-
zation of cognitive frames is developed. The frame model can be extended
to account for typicality effects. Applying the paradigm of object-related
neural synchronization, furthermore, a biologically motivated model for
the cortical implementation of frames is developed. Cortically distributed
synchronization patterns may be regarded as the fingerprints of concepts.

1 Introduction

If one does not want to assume lexical atomism – the view that the possession
of any concept expressible by a simple word is completely independent of the
possession of any other concept – the question arises in which particular way
the possession of some lexical concepts depends on the possession of other con-
cepts. An explicit answer to that question should ideally be (i) in accordance
with linguistic data, (ii) formally explicit, (iii) cognitively plausible, and (iv)
neurobiologically realistic.

In this paper we will outline a theory of lexical decomposition that attempts
to fulfil the four desiderata. Driven by linguistic considerations on the grammat-
ical role of nouns, we will begin with a classification of lexical concepts into four
groups. For our account of lexical decomposition, we will use Barsalou’s (1992)
cognitive frame theory as a point of departure. We will show how frames can
be rendered by labeled graphs and how this graphical structure is transformed
into a formally explicit typed-feature structure. Concentrating on frames for
concepts which linguistically are expressed by nouns, our project aligns with
well-established graph-based knowledge representation formalisms that focus on
situations as in frame semantics (Fillmore, 1982) and propositions as with con-
ceptual graph theory (Sowa, 1984). Our formalism is guided by Guarino’s (1992)
considerations on the ontological status of attributes in frames. To match our
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approach with psychological results on categorization (J. D. Smith & Minda,
2000, for review), we digress from a classical Aristotelian interpretation of lexi-
cal decomposition, which proposes a definitional relation between concepts and
their constituents. Instead, our theory will accommodate cognitive typicality ef-
fects regarding concept satisfaction. In contrast to decompositional approaches
in prototype theory (E. E. Smith & Medin, 1981), which render concepts by flat
feature lists, our frame-theoretic approach allows for a much deeper hierarchical
structure. The last part builds on neurobiological evidence that in earlier work
has already been proposed to support semantic structure (Werning, 2005). Us-
ing oscillatory neural networks as a model, we will show how frames might be
implemented in the cortex.

2 Nouns and the Classification of Concepts

Concepts can be distinguished with respect to both arity and referential unique-
ness (Löbner, 1985). Sortal and individual concepts are of arity 1 and thus typi-
cally have no possessor argument. Sortal concepts (e.g., ‘apple’) denote classical
categories and fail to have unique referents. Individual concepts (e.g., ‘Mary’),
in contrast, have unique referents. Concepts with arity greater than 1 comprise
all relational concepts including functional concepts. It is characteristic for rela-
tional concepts (e.g., ‘brother’) that their referents are given by a relation to a
possessor (‘brother of Tom’), while unique reference is not generally warranted.
Functional concepts (e.g., ‘mother’) form a special case of uniquely referring
relational concepts. They establish a right-unique mapping from possessors to
referents (Fig. 1).

non-unique reference unique reference

arity:1 SC: sortal concepts:
person, house, verb, wood

IC: individual concepts:
Mary, pope, sun

arity:>1 RC: (proper) relational concepts:
brother, argument, entrance

FC: functional concepts:
mother, meaning, distance, spouse

Fig. 1. The classification of concepts

The classification of concepts typically corresponds to specific grammatical prop-
erties of the expressing noun itself or its context. In English, nouns expressing
concepts without unique reference (SCs and RCs) are typically used without
definite article. Nouns expressing concepts of higher arity (RCs and FCs) are
typically used in possessive constructions, where the possessor is specified by a
genitive (the cat’s pow) or prepositional phrase (the pow of the cat).

There is considerable variation in the expression of definiteness and posses-
sion across languages. Languages that lack definite articles often employ other
strategies to indicate definiteness. In Russian, e.g., word order can be used to
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signal that a noun refers unambiguously. Here, the preverbal position of a noun
phrase hints at a definite interpretation. Hence a question such as What is on
the table? is likely to be answered by

(1) Na stol’-e l’ež-it knig-a.
on table-prep lie-3sg.pres book-nom.sg

‘There is a book on the table’

In contrast, Where is the book? is likely to be answered by

(2) Knig-a l’ež-it na stol’-e.
book-nom.sg lie-3sg.pres on table-prep

‘The book is on the table’

To express possession, a manifold of strategies is used as well. Hungarian, e.g.,
displays morphological agreement of the possessum with the possessor (quoted
from Ortmann, 2006):

(3) a. a te kalop-od
df pron.2sg hat-p’or.2sg

‘your hat’

b. a Péter kalop-ja
df pron.1sg hat-p’or.3sg

‘Peter’s hat’

A suffix (here, -od and -ja) is attached to the possessed noun, thus specifying
agreement with the possessor with respect to the features number and person.

Languages with alienability splits such as the Hokan language Eastern Pomo
distinguish overtly whether the concept of the possessed object is conceptualized
as being of arity equal or greater one (quoted from Ortmann, 2006):

(4) a. wı́-bayle
1sg-husband
‘my husband’

b. wáx ša?ri
pron.1sg.gen basket

‘my basket’

If the noun is conceptualized as being relational (‘husband’), it will enter the
inalienable possessive construction: the possessor is simply realized by a prefix
attached to the possessed noun. In case of alienable possession by contrast the
noun (‘basket’) is not conceptualized as being relational. Possession cannot be
expressed on the word level, but rather on the phrase level, by means of a free
pronoun.

The type of a given concept may be shifted according to context: The noun fa-
ther, which, in its normal use, has unique reference and arity 2 and thus expresses
a functional concept, can be used in contexts like Fathers don’t like cooking or
The fathers of the constitution were wise, in a way expressing a sortal or a rela-
tional concept, respectively. In some languages (e.g., Yucatec Maya) those type
shifts are even overtly realized (Ortmann, 2006).

3 Non-relational Frames

Following Minsky (1975) and Barsalou (1992), frames as recursive attribute-value
structures are a general format to account for mental concepts. Guided by the
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Fig. 2. A knowledge representing frame drawn as a labeled graph

above mentioned demands that our concept-decomposition framework should be
formally explicit and cognitively adequate, we aim at keeping our frame model
as simple and rigid as possible. We do not want to introduce any elements in our
model language solely due to technical or computational reasons or for the sake
of generality and expressibility. In section 4 and section 5, rather, we will point
to cognitive and neuro-biological evidence for our model language. As our aim is
to decompose concepts we rest our frame model on the restrictive theory of typed
feature structures (Carpenter, 1992) and not on the much wider framework of
conceptual graphs (Sowa, 1984). We are aware, though, that all our frames can be
easily transformed into conceptual graphs (but not vice versa). In accordance
with Barsalou (1992) we, for our frame model, assume that attributes assign
unique values to objects and thus describe functional relations. The values can
be structured frames themselves. Attributes in frames are therefore functional
concepts and embody the concept type on which the categorization is based.

We model non-relational frames as connected directed acyclic rooted graphs
with labeled nodes (value types) and arcs (attributes).1 Fig. 2 shows the graph
of an example frame representing knowledge about a young male gorilla Charly
living with his mother Judy in the same jungle. The double-encircled node
‘charly’ points out that the graph represents a frame about Charly. The outgoing
arcs of the ‘charly’-node stand for the attributes of Charly and point to their

1 The definition of frames as directed rooted graphs enables us to adopt the theory
of typed feature structures, which is well-established in computational linguistics.
Our definitions follow Carpenter (1992) as closely as possible, except for definition
5, which digresses in one point fundamentally.
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values. Hence, the sex of Charly is male and the maturity of Charly is juvenile.
The value of the attribute ‘mother’ is a complex frame itself, describing that
Judy, the mother of Charly, is female and adult. The fact that Judy and Charly
live in the same jungle is indicated by the single ‘jungle’-node to which the two
‘habitat’-arcs from ‘charly’ and ‘judy’ point.

Definition 1. Given a set type of types and a finite set attr of attributes. A
non-relational frame is a tuple F = (Q, q̄, θ, Φ) where:

– Q is a finite set of nodes,
– q̄ ∈ Q is the root node,
– θ : Q → type is the total node typing function,
– Φ : attr × Q → Q is the partial transition function.

Furthermore, for each q ∈ Q there be a finite sequence of attributes A1 . . . An ∈
attr

∗ with Φ(An, . . . , Φ(A2, Φ(A1, q̄)) . . .) = q, i.e., q and q̄ are connected by a
finite path; and for no q ∈ Q there be a finite sequence of attributes A1 . . . An ∈
attr

∗ with Φ(An, . . . , Φ(A2, Φ(A1, q)) . . .) = q, i.e., the graph is acyclic.

The root node of a non-relational frame is its referring node. If θ(q̄) = t, we say
that the frame is of type t. A node with no outgoing arcs is called an end node
of the frame. To be able to speak of the paths of a frame, we need the following
definition:

Definition 2. Given a set type of types, a finite set attr of attributes, and a
non-relational frame F = (Q, q̄, θ, Φ). A sequence of attributes A1 . . . An ∈ attr

∗

is a path of F if Φ(An, . . . , Φ(A2, Φ(A1, q̄)) . . .) is defined. The set of all paths
of a frame F is denoted by ΠF . A path π ∈ ΠF is said to be maximal in F
if πA �∈ ΠF for all attributes A. MaxPathF denotes the set of maximal paths
in F . The node typing function θ can be extended to the path typing function
Θ : ΠF → type in a natural way:

Θ(A1 . . . An) = θ(Φ(An, . . . , Φ(A2, Φ(A1, q̄)) . . .)).

Since the information represented by a frame does not depend on the con-
crete set from which the nodes are drawn, we can abstract away from this
set and focus on how the nodes are connected by labeled arcs. Fig. 3 shows
the frame of Fig. 2 represented as an recursive attribute-value-matrix (AVM).
The AVMs are constructed as follows: Frames are enclosed in square brackets
with an index denoting the type of the root node. Each first-level attribute is
stated in the brackets followed by a colon and followed by the value of the at-
tribute. The values are either complex frames themselves or unstructured (i.e.,
not specified by further attributes). In the case of an unstructured value, we
write ‘attribute:type’ instead of ‘attribute:[ ]type’. The symbol 1 indicates
that the path [mother:habitat:] starting from the root node points to the same
node as the path [habitat:], i.e., the two paths share the same value.

The types are ordered in a type hierarchy, which induces a subsumption order
on frames. Cognitively the types correspond to categories and the type hierarchy
to an is-a-hierarchy.
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Fig. 3. AVM-abstraction of the frame-graph of Fig. 2

Definition 3. A type hierarchy (type, �) is a partial ordered set which forms
a join semilattice, i.e., for any two types there exists a least upper bound.

A type t1 is a subtype of a type t2 if t1 � t2. A type t is said to be minimal
if it has no subtypes. The set of minimal types is denoted by MinType.

Definition 4. Given a type hierarchy (type, �) and a finite set attr of at-
tributes. A frame F = (Q, q̄, θ, Φ) subsumes a frame F ′ = (Q′, q̄′, θ′, Φ′), notated
as F � F ′, iff there exists a total function h : Q → Q′ such that:

– h(q̄) = q̄′,
– for each q ∈ Q: θ(q) � θ′(h(q)),
– if q ∈ Q, a ∈ attr, and if Φ(a, q) is defined, then h(Φ(a, q)) = Φ′(a, h(q)).

The following example shows an unspecified ‘ape’-frame subsuming an unspec-
ified ‘gorilla’-frame, which subsumes the fully specified ‘charly’-frame (see the
type hierarchy in Fig. 4):

�
habitat : habitat
sex : sex

�
ape

�
�
habitat : jungle
sex : sex

�
gorilla

�
�
habitat : jungle
sex : male

�
charly

.

As Guarino (1992) points out, frame-based knowledge engineering systems as
well as feature-structure-based linguistic formalisms normally force a radical
choice between attributes and types. As a consequence, generic frames like[

maturity : maturity
habitat : jungle

]
gorilla

occur frequently in which the unspecified value ‘maturity’ is assigned to the
attribute ‘maturity’. The parallel naming of the attribute ‘maturity’ and the
type ‘maturity’ pretends a systematic relationship between the attribute and the
type which is not intended by the formalism.

A second problem addressed in Guarino (1992) concerns the question which
binary relations should be expressed by attributes. If one allows attributes to
be unrestricted arbitrary binary relations, this leads to frames like the following
one, which was first discussed in Woods (1975):

[
height : 6feet
hit : mary

]
john

.
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Although ‘height’ and ‘hit’ can be represented by binary predicates, the onto-
logical status of the link they establish between ‘john’ and ‘6 feet’ and between
‘john’ and ‘mary’ respectively differs fundamentally.

Our main thesis on frames is that non-relational frames decompose non-
relational concepts into functional concepts. But our definition of non-relational
frames only uses attributes for the decomposition. Hence, the question arises
how attributes and functional concepts are connected. All sample attributes we
have used so far (mother, sex, . . . ) correspond to functional concepts. Guarino
(1992) distinguishes between the denotational and the relational interpretation
of a relational concept. This distinction can be used to explain how functional
concepts can act as concepts and as attributes: Let there be a universe U and a
set of functional concepts F . A functional concept (like any concept) denotes a
set of entities:

δ : F → 2U

(e.g., δ(mother) = {m | m is the mother of someone}).

A functional concept also has a relational interpretation:

� : F → 2U×U

(e.g., �(mother) = {(p, m) | m is the mother of p}).

The denotational and the relational interpretation of a functional attribute have
to respect the following consistency postulate: Any value of a relationally inter-
preted functional concept is also an instance of the denotation of that concept.
(If (p, m) ∈ �(mother), then m ∈ δ(mother)). Furthermore, the relational inter-
pretation of a functional concept f is a function, i.e., if (a, b), (a, c) ∈ �(f), then
b = c.

These considerations allow us, to clarify the ontological status of attributes
in frames: Attributes in frames are relationally interpreted functional concepts!
Hence, attributes are not frames themselves and are therefore unstructured.
Frames of non-relational concepts decompose into relationally interpreted func-
tional concepts.

In order to restrict the class of admissible frames, the plain type hierarchy can
be enriched by an appropriateness specification. It regulates which attributes are
appropriate for frames of a special type and restricts the values of the appropriate
attributes.2 Our definition of type signatures consequently dismisses the artificial
distinction between attributes and types in contrast to the standard definition
(Carpenter, 1992): the attribute set is merely a subset of the type set. Hence,
attributes occur in two different roles: as names of binary functional relations
between types and as types themselves.

2 Type signatures can be automatically induced from sets of untyped non-relational
frames, i.e. frames in which only the maximal paths are typed. With FCAType
an implemented system for such inductions is available, which uses formal concept
analysis (Kilbury, Petersen, & Rumpf, 2006; Petersen, 2006, 2007).
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Definition 5. Given a type hierarchy (type, �) and a set of attributes attr ⊆
type. An appropriateness specification on (type, �) is a partial function
Approp : attr × type → type such that for each a ∈ attr the following
holds:

– attribute introduction: There is a type Intro(a) ∈ type with:
• Approp(a, Intro(a)) = a and
• for every t ∈ type: if Approp(a, t) is defined, then Intro(a) � t.

– specification closure: If Approp(a, s) is defined and s � t, then
Approp(a, t) is defined and Approp(a, s) � Approp(a, t).

– attribute consistency: If Approp(a, s) = t, then a � t.

A type signature is a tuple (type, �,attr, Approp), where (type, �) is a type
hierarchy, attr ⊆ type is a set of attributes, and Approp : attr × type →
type is an appropriateness specification. A type t is said to be atomic if
Approp(a, t) is undefined for any a ∈ attr.

The first two conditions on an appropriateness specification are standard in
the theory of type signatures (Carpenter, 1992), except that we tighten up the
attribute introduction condition by claiming that the introductory type of an
attribute a carries the appropriateness condition ‘a : a’. By the attribute consis-
tency condition we ensure that Guarino’s consistency postulate holds and that
Barsalou’s view on frames, attributes, and values is modeled appropriately:

At their core, frames contain attribute-value sets. Attributes are con-
cepts that represent aspects of a category’s members, and values are
subordinate concepts of attributes, (Barsalou, 1992).

Hence, the possible values of an attribute are subconcepts of the denotationally
interpreted functional concept. This is reflected in the type signature by the
condition that the possible values of an attribute are restricted to subtypes of
the type corresponding to the attribute.

A small example type signature is given in Fig. 4. The appropriateness specifi-
cation is split-up into single appropriateness conditions:3 The expression ‘sex:sex’
at type ‘ape’ means that the attribute ‘sex’ is appropriate for frames of type ‘ape’
and its value is restricted to ‘sex’, hence, Approp(sex, ape) = sex. The attribute
conditions are passed on downwards. Hence, the type ‘gorilla’ inherits the appro-
priateness condition ‘sex:sex’ from its upper neighbor ‘ape’. It also inherits the ap-
propriateness condition ‘habitat:habitat’, but tightens it up to ‘habitat:jungle’,
which is permissible by the specification closure condition. The definition of the
type signature makes sure that the permissible values of an attribute are subtypes
of the attribute type. Hence, the possible values of sex, i.e., ‘female’ and ‘male’,
are subtypes of the type ‘sex’. Notice that the subtypes of an attribute type are
not generally attribute types themselves.
3 To improve readability we mark the two roles of attributes in our frame notation:

attributes used as types are written in small letters and attributes used as attributes
in capitals.
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�

ape
habitat: habitat

sex: sex

gorilla
habitat: jungle

sex

male female

habitat

jungle desert

charly
sex: male

Fig. 4. Example type signature

A frame whose end nodes are all labeled by atomic minimal types is said to be
a fully-specified frame. We call a non-relational frame well-typed with respect to
a type signature if all attributes of the frame are licensed by the type signature
and if additionally the attribute values are consistent with the appropriateness
specification. The definition of the appropriateness specification guarantees that
every arc in a well-typed frame points to a node which is typed by a subtype of
the type corresponding to the attribute labeling the arc. The decomposition of
concepts into frames requires that the frame in question be well-typed.

4 Frames and Typicality

One of the main virtue of frames is that they allow the decomposition of sortal
and individual concepts by means of functional concepts. This decomposition
now enables us to explain how a subject may subsume a perceived or otherwise
given object under a sortal or individual concept. The degree, between 0 and 1,
to which an object of the universe U instantiates a certain type is given by the
function:

d : type × U → [0, 1].

In every frame the root node corresponds to the decomposed concept (‘charly’,
‘cherry’). The set of maximal paths MaxPath ⊆ Π is well-defined for every
frame. In a fully specified frame, end nodes, e.g, ‘red’, are atomic minimal types
and are identified by maximal paths, i.e., [color:hue:] beginning at the root
node, i.e., ‘cherry’ (Fig. 5).

It is natural to assume that the cognitive subject is endowed with a detector
system that for all atomic minimal types renders the degree d to which it is
instantiated by a given object. These might be hue detectors, sex detectors etc.
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Fig. 5. Cherry frame. Example for a frame without reference shift.

It is important to notice that many attributes when applied to an object shift
the referential object. One may say that the hue of the color of a cherry is still
a property of the cherry and a hue detector may well be directed to the cherry
in order to assign a value. However, the sex of the mother of Charly is not a
property of Charly, and detecting the value of the sex of the mother of Charly,
requires a potential sex detector to be directed to the mother. It is hence useful
to introduce a reference-shifting function

σ : U × Π → U
that maps every object of the universe relative to the path in question onto the
same or another object of the universe.

In the classical bi-valued case, the values of d are restricted to 0 and 1. Here,
for a fully specified frame, where Θ(MaxPath) ⊆ MinType, we can conclude
that an object x is to be subsumed under the decomposed concept C if and only
if all the types of the end nodes are properly instantiated:

d(C, x) = min
m∈MaxPath

d(Θ(m), σ(x, m)).

A cognitively more realistic picture, however, is attained if we specify how typical
a certain minimal type is for instances of the concept. Red may, e.g., be more
typical than green as the hue of the color of cherries. Nevertheless the hue of
the color of some cherries still is green. We can achieve this by considering
alternative types for each maximal path. For each maximal path m we then
have a set alt(m) containing the minimal type Θ(m) and all its alternative
types with regard to the path. I.e., provided that m ∈ attr

∗ is a maximal
path of a frame with m = A1 . . . An, alt(m) is the set of all atomic minimal
subtypes of the type An. Our definition of the type signature guarantees that
alt(m) covers all possible maximally specified values of An. For each of the
types t ∈ alt(m) we can then specify a typicality value relative to the maximal
path m of the fully specified frame for a decomposed concept C. The typicality
value τ(C, m, t) tells how typical the type t is for the object σ(x, m) given that x
instantiates C. With these conventions we can apply previous results of Werning
and Maye (2005, 2007) and, on the basis of the detector outputs, estimate to
which degree an object x instantiates the decomposed concept C:
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d(C, x) ≥ min
m∈MaxPath

max
t∈alt(m)

τ(C, m, t) d(t, σ(x, m)).

The proof of the theorem, firstly, requires that the types of alt(m), for each max-
imal path m, are a quasi partitioning of the referentially appropriately shifted
universe U . I.e., for all x ∈ U

∑
t∈alt(m)

d(t, σ(x, m)) = 1.

In the equation the ≥-direction reflects exhaustivity and the ≤-direction reflects
exclusivity. A cognitively appropriate type signature guarantees that each sub-
type of an attribute type is a reasonable value of the attribute. Furthermore, the
attribute consistency condition on appropriateness warrants that all values of
an attribute are subtypes of the attribute type. However, it does not follow that
the minimal subtypes of an attribute type exhaust the values of the attribute
(‘red’ could have two subtypes ‘light red’ and ‘dark red’ such that something red
could be neither light red nor dark red). However, such a situation is excluded
if we only consider type signatures automatically induced from untyped object
frames by the system of Petersen (2007). Exclusivity is warranted by the fact
that all types in alt(m) are minimal. A case where ‘light red’, ‘dark red’, and
‘red’ all occur as types in alt(m) is thus excluded.

Secondly, we have to presuppose that the extension of the decomposed con-
cept is completely determined by the extensions of the minimal types at the
end nodes of the fully specified frame. This is to say that the extensions of the
types at intermediate nodes do not independently bear on the extension of the
decomposed concept. However, it is not to say that the extension of the decom-
posed concept does not depend on the extensions of types at intermediate nodes.
For, the extensions of those in turn depend on the extensions at the end nodes.
The condition of complete determination again holds trivially for type signatures
induced from sets of untyped frames as described by Petersen (2007).

5 Neuro-cognitive Interpretation

For many attributes (hue, brightness, orientation, direction, size, etc.)
involved in the course of visual processing – we call them qualitative attributes –
one can anatomically identify so-called neuronal feature maps (Hubel & Wiesel,
1968). These are structures of neurons that exhibit a certain topological organi-
zation. With regard to one attribute or feature dimension one finds a pinwheel-
like structure for each receptive field (i.e., a specific region of the stimulus).
This structure is called a hypercolumn. For each receptive field and each such
attribute (e.g., hue) we find a hypercolumn such that neurons for the entire
spectrum of subtypes (‘red’, ‘green’, etc.) of that attribute fan out around a
pin-wheel center. Neurons of a hypercolumn with a tuning for one and the same
feature or subtype (e.g., ‘red’) form a so-called column. We may assume that
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such neurons function as detectors and thus evaluate atomic minimal types for
a given stimulus object.

More than 30 cortical areas forming feature maps are experimentally known
to be involved in the visual processing of the monkey (Felleman & van Essen,
1991). These findings justify the hypothesis that in the cortex there may be
neural correlates of attributes and their subtypes.

The fact that subtypes of different attributes may be instantiated by the same
stimulus object, but are processed in distinct regions of cortex poses the problem
of how this information is integrated in an object-specific way. How can it be
that the horizontality and the redness of a red horizontal bar are represented in
distinct regions of cortex, but still are part of the representation of one and the
same object? This is the binding problem in neuroscience (Treisman, 1996).

A prominent and experimentally well supported solution postulates oscillatory
neuronal synchronization as a mechanism for binding (von der Malsburg, 1981;
Gray, König, Engel, & Singer, 1989): Clusters of neurons that are indicative for
different properties sometimes show synchronous oscillatory activity, but only
when the properties indicated are instantiated by the same object in the per-
ceptual field; otherwise they are firing asynchronously. Synchronous oscillation,
thus, might be regarded to fulfill the task of binding together various property
representations in order to form the representation of an object as having these
properties (for a review see Singer, 1999).

Using oscillatory networks (Schillen & König, 1994; Maye & Werning, 2004)
as models, the structure of object-related neural synchronization could be in-
terpreted (Werning, 2005) as providing a conceptual structure expressible in a
first-order predicate language. To show this, an eigenmode analysis of the net-
work dynamics is computed. Per eigenmode, oscillation functions play the role of
object representations or concepts. Clusters of feature sensitive neurons play the
role of property representations or predicate concepts. Werning (2003) extends
this approach from an ontology of objects to an ontology of events. Werning and
Maye (2006) discuss ambiguous and illusionary representations. The following
theorem (Werning & Maye, 2007) nicely links the results of this paper to previ-
ous results on the neural implementation of conceptual structure. The degree to
which the object x is represented as instantiating the atomic type t by a network
eigenmode is given by the equation:

d(t, x) = max{Δ(α(x), fj)|f = β(t)cv}.

Here α(x) is the oscillation function representing the object x, and β(t) is a
matrix identifying the neural clusters which function as detectors for the type
t. v and c are the results of the eigenmode analysis and account for the spatial,
respectively, temporal variation of the network activity in that eigenmode. Δ is
defined as the normalized inner product of two square-integrable time-dependent
functions in a given temporal interval and measures the degree of synchrony be-
tween an object-related oscillation and the actual oscillatory activity in a neural
cluster. d(t, x) approaches 1 if the oscillation function α(x), which represents the
object x, is highly synchronous with some component oscillatory activity fj of
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f – i.e., the vector containing the eigenmode-relative temporal evolution of the
type-related cluster of detector neurons.

If we conjoin the estimation of d(C, x) in terms of type-specific detector out-
puts d(t, x) with the identification of the latter with particular oscillatory net-
work activity, we may conclude with the following hypothesis: Provided that
a concept is completely decomposable into a fully specified frame with detec-
tors for each type of a maximal path, the degree to which the cortex represents
an object as an instance of the concept can be estimated by a general pattern
of synchronizing neural activity distributed over various feature-selective neural
clusters that correspond to the atomic types of the frame. This pattern may be
called the cortical fingerprint of the concept.
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